
Advanced Clean 
SpaLet® Seats

SEATS ABOVE THE REST

Whether you are looking for your  

first bidet seat or upgrading to  

a full-fledged shower toilet, you  

can now enjoy superior personal  

hygiene and luxurious comfort  

right in your own home, with  

American Standard’s range of  

beautifully crafted SpaLet seats.

EXCEPTIONAL 
CLEAN

MANUAL SpaLet SIDE PANEL SpaLet REMOTE CONTROL SpaLet

SUPERIOR 
COMFORT

ULTIMATE 
INDULGENCE
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Redefining personal hygiene and improving daily living
from a trusted brand in the North American  
bathroom for more than 140 years. The  
simplified, intuitive interface allows users  
to achieve superior personal cleansing.

Independent self-cleaning 
nozzles, customizable amenities 
and an environmentally 
conscious design provides 
an affordable solution for all 
personal cleansing needs.

Dual Nozzles 
Separate Feminine  
and Posterior  
Cleansing Nozzles

Heated Seat 
Temperature can be easily  
adjusted for comfort. There  
are 5 levels: 3 preset and 2  
additional custom settings

Self Cleaning Nozzle 
Nozzles are rinsed with 
water before and after 
cleansing

Posterior Cleansing 
Independent  
Rear Cleansing

Deodorizer 
The deodorizer uses active charcoal  
to reduce the odors in the bowl.  
Operation begins once the user sits 
down on the seat and continues for  
5 seconds after the user stands up

Nozzle Shutter 
The shutter covers the nozzles 
to prevent waste materials from 
contaminating the nozzle tips, 
ensuring better hygiene 

Bidet  
(Narrow/Wide) 
Independent  
Front Feminine 
Cleansing

Spray Strength 
5 levels of adjustment to 
personalize your cleansing 
experience. 3 preset and 2  
additional custom settings

Nozzle Position 
5 nozzle positions to  
personalize your cleansing  
experience

Massage 
The spray alternates between  
strong and mild sprays, creating  
a massaging effect that indulges  
the user. Posterior spray only

Anti-Bacterial Protection 
Anti-bacterial properties are 
applied to the seat, cover, 
nozzles and control panel  
to inhibit the growth  
of bacteria

Slow Closing Seat 
Gentle and quiet closing  
action for user convenience

HYGIENIC CLEANSING

EASY TO CLEAN

COMFORT TECHNOLOGY

* Manual SpaLet does not have  
all of the features listed above.

8013A80GPC Advanced Clean AC 1.0 
SpaLet Seat With Side Panel Operation

8012A80GRC Advanced Clean AC 2.0 SpaLet 
Seat With Remote Control Operation

5900A05GT Manual Bidet Seat*

Quick-Detach Seat Cover 
1 button push to easily remove 
the seat cover that allows the 
user to easily detach the seat 
for convenient cleaning of  
hard-to-reach areas


